Cunesoft GmbH joins forces with Phlexglobal

Munich, Germany – 15 January 2020 –
The Munich-based Cunesoft GmbH, an innovative provider of cloud-based intelligent regulatory data
management software and services for the life sciences industry, announced today that it has been acquired by
Phlexglobal from all shareholders including current investors such as Bayern Kapital, High-Tech Gründerfonds
and OCCIDENT.
Phlexglobal, the leading provider of Trial Master File (TMF) software and expert services joins forces with
Cunesoft, which expands the company’s portfolio of best-of-breed technologies designed to provide solutionspecific functionality to meet the business objectives of life sciences companies. Phlexglobal is backed by
Vitruvian Partners, an international private equity firm headquartered in London backing high-growth
companies.
“The entire Cunesoft team is very excited about this new chapter in our story”, said Rainer Schwarz, Cunesoft
co-founder and Chief Executive Officer. “Phlexglobal has a long history of providing expert services and leading
software technology to its customers, and this will allow us to build on the work we have already done to
advance and automate many of the processes crucial to the management of data for life-saving drugs and
medical devices.”
“We will be offering customers two levels of immediate benefits with this acquisition”, said Phlexglobal CEO
John McNeill. “First, we will be providing a suite of solutions that will unify the relevant processes and data
elements between the Clinical Operations and Regulatory departments of life sciences companies, combining
our years of thought leadership in eTMF with Cunesoft’s expertise in regulatory matters. Second, and just as
important, we will be leveraging Cunesoft’s Distiller solution to package that expertise into digitalized offerings
to not only augment our own suite of solutions but to operate with any existing set of solutions that might
already be in place.”
Daniel Koppers, Cunesoft co-founder and CTO said: “I am very excited to combine our innovative regulatory
software technologies with Phlexglobal’s eTMF solutions. ‘From trial to file’ is a great solution theme and our
customers will love it.”
Bayern Kapital and High-Tech Gründerfonds invested in Cunesoft during its seed round in 2014, OCCIDENT
joined as lead investor during a series A round in 2016. All investors have accompanied the young company in
its development from a promising software start-up to a valued partner for the international Life Sciences
industry with a sophisticated software solution.
Dr. Bernd Goergen, partner with High-Tech Gründerfonds who were invested into Cunesoft since 2014,
comments: “Sometimes it seems hard to let a portfolio company go, but at the same time we are happy about
having contributed for more than 5 years to the success story of Cunesoft. Moreover we share the founders’
excitement to even further accelerate the international growth of their unique software solutions for the
regulated markets as a part of Phlexglobal.”
Dr. Georg Ried, Managing Director of Bayern Kapital, says: “When we invested in Cunesoft during its seed
round more than five years ago, we were convinced of its technology, its talented team and its market
potential. We are delighted that Cunesoft proved itself when it comes to all these aspects and developed into a
successful company with international reach and a convincing solution for a high-profile client base. We believe
that with support from Phlexglobal, Cunesoft has found the right partner to reach the next level of its
development.”

Cédric Barra, Investment Manager with OCCIDENT, adds: “As one of the investors, we are particularly pleased
to have acted as an enabler for Cunesoft and are proud to have supported the digital progress of large-scale
data management in the healthcare sector. We are happy to see Phlexglobal being the perfect partner for the
founders and the further internationalization of Cunesoft’s unique solution. We congratulate on this great
success.”
Members of both the Phlexglobal and Cunesoft management team will be available to discuss their vision for
the future of TMF and Regulatory management at the 9th Annual Trial Master File Summit in Orlando, Florida,
from January 21st through 23rd, and the DIA Regulatory Submissions, Information, and Document Management
Forum (RSIDM) in North Bethesda, Maryland, February 10th through 12th.

About Cunesoft:
Cunesoft GmbH is a provider of intelligent regulatory software and services for all segments within the life
sciences industry. Solutions include management of eCTD, xEVMPD, IDMP data and document management as
well as regulatory information management (RIM). Automated data mining based on NLP and Deep Learning
algorithms complement the product portfolio. Software provisioning is provided as Private Software as a
Service (SaaS). The company is headquartered in Munich (Germany) with international offices in the UK, US and
India.
More information can be found at www.cunesoft.com
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About Phlexglobal
Phlexglobal provides the market-leading Trial Master File solution by leveraging dedicated and authoritative
TMF software and expert services. The company offers a unique combination of sophisticated technology,
clinical trial knowledge, regulatory understanding, and document management skills to deliver a range of
flexible, targeted solutions to meet business needs. At the conclusion of 2019, Phlexglobal had set new records
in customer acquisition, revenue and EBITDA.
More information can be found at http://www.phlexglobal.com
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Head, Global Marketing, Phlexglobal
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About Bayern Kapital:
Bayern Kapital GmbH, based in Landshut, was founded on the initiative of the Bavarian government in 1995. It
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Bavarian LfA Förderbank . As the venture capital organisation of the Land of

Bavaria, Bayern Kapital provides equity capital financing for the founders of young innovative technology
companies in Bavaria.
Presently Bayern Kapital manages twelve investment funds with a total volume of around €385m. So far, it has
invested roughly €310m in more than 270 innovative companies in the fields of technology in various sectors
including life science, software & IT, medical technology, materials and new materials, nanotechnology and
environmental technology. In this way, more than 7500 long-term jobs in sustainable companies have been
created in Bavaria.
For more information please visit: www.bayernkapital.de
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About OCCIDENT:

OCCIDENT is an international, privately held investment company based in Zug and Munich, whose
aim is to manage its own wealth in a sustainable, meaningful manner seeking to make a positive
contribution to society through its investments.
OCCIDENT sees itself as a long-term oriented enabler for innovative start-ups and visionary founders.
Its complementary team of experts is fascinated by technologically sound topics (deep tech) from the
life sciences, digital and high-tech sectors with the potential to decisively improve people's lives.
For more information please visit: www.occident.group

About High-Tech Gründerfonds :
High-Tech Gründerfonds (HTGF) is a seed investor that finances high-potential, tech-driven startups. With EUR
895.5 million in total investment volume across three funds and an international network of partners, HTGF has
already helped forge more than 560 startups since 2005. Driven by their expertise, entrepreneurial spirit and
passion, its team of experienced investment managers and startup experts help guide the development of
young companies. HTGF’s focus is on high-tech startups in a range of sectors, including software, media,
internet, hardware, automation, health care, chemistry and life sciences.
To date, external investors have injected over EUR 2 billion into the HTGF portfolio via more than 1,400 followon financing rounds. HTGF has also successfully sold interests in more than 100 companies. Investors in this
public-private partnership include the Federal Ministry For Economic Affairs and Energy, the KfW Capital, and
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft e.V., as well as 32 corporate investors.
Contact
Dr. Bernd Goergen
High-Tech Gründerfonds
Tel. : +49 228 823 00 136
b.goergen@htgf.de

